
Shooting Tip: The Double Tap…The Double Tap…The Double Tap…The Double Tap…The Double Tap…The Double Tap…

By Duane Thomas, Photo by Ed Leavitt
One thing separating good shooters from not-

so-good shooters is the ability to put their bullets
right where they want them to go, or darn close to
it, no matter how fast they’re shooting. A classic
example of this is keeping both shots together, in
the center of the target, on a double tap. How to
do this? The key is “timing the gun” i.e. following
the sights in recoil, getting the gun tracking consis-
tently so it comes right back to the same place for
the second shot that it just was for the first, and
synchronizing trigger pulls so the next shot breaks
just as that happens. In short, we aim both shots,
even when we’re firing with shot-to-shot speeds in
the low .2s or even ‘teens.

Some people find it hard to believe we can see
two separate, distinct sight pictures for both shots
at that speed. For some people, “I can’t do it” and
“It’s impossible” are synonyms. As one fellow put it
to me, in a tone of absolute certainty, “Human
eyesight doesn’t work that fast.” Untrue. Actually
human eyesight works much faster than that. I
invite you to perform the following test: if you have
a camera with a flash unit, take the camera (or just
the flash) into a dark room. Have a friend stand in
front of you and hold up any number of fingers.
Then hit the flash. I guarantee you’ll be able to see
how many fingers are being held up. I have done
this. According to the owner’s manual on my Sun-
pak 388, its light strobe lasts 1/2,000th (yes, I said
one/TWO-THOUSANDTH) of a second.

Also consider this: in order to give the impres-
sion of continuous motion when running a film, it

has to run at a speed of 24 frames per second. Any
slower and things look jerky as the eye picks up a
series of individual images, one after the other,
instead of receiving an impression of smooth
motion. This tells us that even the untrained human
eye could pick up at least 24 individual sight pic-
tures per second if it really needed to. The mere six
sight pictures per second represented by a .15 sec-
ond split is no challenge at all.

Obviously this ability works better if you have
your eyes open. The vast majority of shooters
close their eyes as the gun fires, and never even
realize it. An eye blink happens so fast, and most
folks’ mental perception of visual stimuli is so
incomplete, that their brains can kind of stitch
things together and give the perception of contin-
uous vision. Such shooters will swear, “My sights
were right there when the second shot fired,
there’s no way it should have missed,” when the
truth is their sights were nowhere close to aimed-
in, but they don’t know that because they had
their eyes closed.

When you pull the trigger on a handgun, it’s
like a firecracker just went off about two feet in
front of your eyes. It’s a normal protective reaction
to blink. But if you’re ever going to be both fast
and accurate it’s a reaction out of which you need
to train yourself. Stand to the side and watch the
average shooter’s eyes as they fire. Blink. Blink.
Then do the same thing with an advanced level
shooter. No blink. Eyes open. Why should we
blink? We’re WAY too interested in what’s happen-
ing out there in front of our eyes to close them.
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